
  
  
  

  
  

Mrs.   Dwyer   
August   20,   2021   

We   mastered   our   first   few   days   of   school,   learning   new   policies   and   about   4th   grade   special   activities.   Don’t   
forget,   picture   day   is   on   Monday   and   is   a   free   dress   day.   Don’t   forget   to   pack   a   healthy   snack   for   

afternoon   spelling   time!   

  

  

Math   
We   got   a   look   at   a   real   4th   grade   math   test   to   
see   what   they   are   like!   We   also   drilled   on   
addition   and   multiplication   facts.   We   begin   
our   first   lesson   on   Monday.   

  
Science   
We   began   our   first   unit   about   structures   and  
functions   of   plants   and   animals.   Today,   we   
made   comparisons   and   contractions   about   2   
different   types   of   trees   &   talked   about   
adaptation.   

  
Social   Studies   
We   learned   about   the   hemispheres,   the   
Equator,   Prime   Meridian,   and   how   to   use   
latitude   and   longitude   lines   to   determine   
absolute   location.   Ask   your   student   to   give   
you   an   example   of   relative   location,   as   we   
learned   about   that   too!   

  

Memory   Work   
The   new   school   year   theme.   Colossians   3:17   
due   Friday,   September   3rd.     
See   the   memory   work   packet   that   was   
emailed.   The   memory   work   packet   is   loaded   
into   Google   Classroom   &   4th   graders   also   
have   a   paper   copy   at   their   desks.   

   Reading   
We   will   begin   our   first   class   novel   together   on   
Monday.   This   week,   we   read   a   short   story   in   
our   reading   textbooks   called    The   Storm    and   
stopped   frequently   to   discuss   context   clues,   
summarize   events,   and   make   predictions.     

Spelling   
This   week   we   began   our   first   “spelling   
courtroom.”   Each   week,   we   work   on   a   list   of   words   
with   a   certain   pattern.   The   endings   of   those   words   
build   upon   each   other   each   day.   Daily   spelling   lists   
are   graded   on   participation   and   every   10th   list,   we   
will   have   a   spelling   test.   A   list   of   words   comprised  
from   multiple   daily   lists   will   be   sent   home   to   study   
in   advance   before   those   tests.   

Religion   
We   read   the   first   chapter   in   our   Bible   Study   
book   The   Story   about   the   Garden   of   Eden.   We   
also   talked   about   Noah   and   the   ark.   We   had   
some   great   discussions,   even   about   
mosquitos!   

Writing   
This   week,   we   wrote   a   small   essay   about   
how   the   first   full   day   of   school   would   go.   We   
also   wrote   our   first   creative   writing   
assignment   prompted   by   a   fun   picture   of   a   
dog   wearing   sunglasses.   We   are   anxious   to   
share   these   with   each   other   on   Monday!   
  


